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KEY FINDINGS 

 The Australian Government’s co-contribution to superannuation for low and middle-income earners has had almost no
impact on the savings or wealth of target households. Increases in the government co-contribution rate and dollar cap have led
to a marginal rise in the superannuation balances of households, without reducing other savings. However, the effects are small. As
a result, there is no significant overall impact on household wealth.

 The concessional contributions cap on higher-income earners has marginal impacts on private household saving and
wealth. Although a $1 increase in this cap reduces private saving by a small amount, the associated increase in super savings
means overall household wealth is increased, though there is some delay in the response.

 Households that pay the Division 293 tax have 12.7 per cent fewer private savings than those not liable for the tax. But
households that pay the tax have significantly higher super balances than others due to their higher wealth – and the additional
15% tax on individual contributions is still advantageous compared to what they would pay outside the super system. Hence, it
would appear the Government has succeeded in introducing the tax without causing the target group of higher-income earners to
abandon voluntary superannuation savings.

INTRODUCTION 

Australia’s system of compulsory employee superannuation is often cited as a success story, with almost three trillion dollars in personal 
retirement savings accumulated over recent decades. This has been achieved largely through a system of compulsory employer contributions 
(SG) and tax incentives for super investors. But the system has had its critics, and in recent years the Australian Government has devised some 
changes in response to concerns that: 

 Low and middle-income households have been left behind
 Tax incentives may have been too generous for high-income households, leaving the system open to exploitation by the relatively wealthy

– at significant cost to government revenue.

Initiatives to address these issues since 2007 have included the introduction and revision of a government superannuation co-contribution, as 
well as a tax offset, to assist low and middle-income earners. In addition, there are annual caps on contributions to ensure that super tax 
concessions are not exploited, especially by high earners. 

Have these changes had their intended effects? And what have been the net impacts on the overall savings of households in the target groups? 

Researchers at the Monash Centre for Financial Studies in Melbourne completed an extensive investigation into these and other questions for 
the Treasury. A summary of the findings is presented in the following Research Brief.    

For more information, please contact:  Dr Ummul Ruthbah 
Senior Research Fellow  
Monash Centre for Financial Studies | Monash Business School 
Email: ummul.ruthbah@monash.edu – Tel: +613 9903 8318 
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The Effects on Superannuation Tax Concessions on Private Savings 

In recent decades, Australia has had the fastest-growing 
private pension savings system in the world1, with the 
value of total assets managed by Australian super funds 
growing from A$73 billion in 1989 to A$2.90 trillion in June 
2020, making it the fourth-largest system globally. 

The mandatory superannuation guarantee (SG) for 
Australian wage and salary earners was launched in 1992, 
with an introductory rate of 3%. After a series of increases, 
the SG rate is now 9.25% and is scheduled to rise to 12% 
by 2025. Compared to other forms of saving, 
superannuation contributions and earnings are taxed at 
concessional rates. Withdrawals after retirement are tax-
exempt, adding to the incentive for people to save within 
the super system.  

Despite the system’s overall success, aspects of it have 
come under scrutiny in recent years, prompting the 
Australian Government to change some key elements, 
including under the Simpler Super reforms of 2007. For 
this study, we examined the effects of the following 
changes:  

i. Superannuation concessional contributions 
cap 

 
To avoid exploitation of super tax concessions by 
the relatively well-off at the expense of tax 
revenue, the Government has imposed annual 
caps on concessional contributions.  

ii. Government co-contributions  

To encourage low-income earners to boost their 
retirement savings, the Government makes “co-
contributions” to the superannuation accounts of 
eligible low-income households. 
 

iii. Additional tax on Concessional contributions 
-Division 293tax 

Division 2932 is an additional tax charged at 15% 
of an individual’s taxable contributions for those 
whose earnings (including contributions) exceed 
the Division 293 threshold.  

 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

We used a unitary household model to estimate the 
impact of superannuation tax instruments on household 
saving and household wealth. 
We used two measures of saving(s). The first is a flow 
concept, where saving is defined as the difference 
between household disposable income and final 
household consumption (including rental payments and 
mortgage repayments). The second measure used 
household wealth as a proxy for accumulated savings or 
the stock of savings. Both are measured in dollars. 

Figure 1: Superannuation tax instruments and household saving(s) 

 

 

                                                        
 
1 Willis Towers Watson: Global Pension Assets Study 2019 
2 The measure was announced in the 2012 Federal Budget and 
legislation was passed in 2013, including the Tax and Superannuation 
Laws Amendment (Increased Concessional Contributions Cap and 

  

Other Measures) Act 2013 and Superannuation (Sustaining the 
Superannuation Contribution Concession) Imposition Act 2013. 

Annual household saving flow Household wealth (measured every four years)

Other savings Non-super wealth

Household wealth

Tax 
instruments

CCC, GCC, 
D293

Super wealthSaving in super
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Data for the study was sourced from the Household 
Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) Survey 
Restricted Release 18, which collects information about 
households’ disposable income and expenditure annually, 
and household wealth-related data at four-year intervals.  
It follows a multi-stage clustered sampling method 
covering 19,914 individuals residing in 7,682 households 
in wave 1 (in 2001), and 23,237 individuals residing in 
9,693 households in wave 18 (2018). Due to the 
unavailability of relevant variables, our analysis period 
was from 2005 to 2018.  

We ran regression models of household saving and 
household wealth on different measurements of 
superannuation tax policies, controlling for various 
household socio-demographic-economic characteristics 
such as age, household size, marital status, occupation, 
location, income level, home ownership and financial 
constraint status. Our models also incorporated the 
possible non-linearity between household saving and 
household income, size and age – as reflected in prior 
studies. For robustness, we also ran a sample selection 
model using FIML and Heckman two-step method3. 

As can be seen from Figure 2, superannuation balances 
have grown over the years to be a significant part of 
households’ financial assets and total wealth. At the same 
time, household debt has also risen substantially. In 2018, 
the mean net worth of Australian households included in 
HILDA was over $936,000, including more than $241,000 
in super.  

                                                        
 
3 Details are provided in Table 11 of the full research report 

 

 

FINDINGS 

Effect of superannuation policies on private 
household saving4 

Households did not reduce private saving when they 
became eligible for government co-contributions. For 
households with at least one member being eligible to 
receive the co-contribution, there was a net increase of 
0.5% in saving, though statistically insignificant. Indeed, 
households increased private saving when they have 
more members eligible for co-contribution. A possible 
explanation for this unexpected outcome is that the co-
payment enables people to achieve a higher super 
balance while contributing less of their own money – thus 
freeing up extra household cash for more liquid and 
readily accessible non-super alternatives. Another 
reminds people of the importance of saving more. possible 
explanation is that super co-contribution 

 

Our analysis also found there would be no significant 
impact on the saving of low-income earners from an 
increase in the co-contribution income cap, nor from a 
change in the rate of government co-contribution – 
currently set at a maximum of $500 annually.  

We also investigated the effects on private saving of 
changes to the cap on concessional superannuation 
contributions. The cap has been subject to several 
changes over the years; from a high point of $100,000 in 

4 Details were reported in Table 6 of the full research report. 

 

Figure 2: Australian household net worth - Source: HILDA data 
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2007, it was reduced in 2018 to $25,000 for all age 
groups.  Our analysis found that changes to the cap on 
concessional contributions have only marginal effects. 
Increasing it by one dollar reduced private saving by an 
average of just 0.00005%, while a 1% increase led to a 
0.034% reduction in private saving. It is plausible that an 
increase in the cap leads to more concessional 
contributions such as salary sacrificed contributions, and 
hence, lowers net private saving. We found that the 
Division 293 tax – an additional 15% tax on super 
contributions for individuals with a combined income and 
super contributions above the $250,000 threshold – leads 
to an average 12.7% reduction in the private saving of 
affected households. However, as an additional 15% tax 
on individual taxable contribution is still less than what 
these individuals would have to pay if they saved that 
amount outside the superannuation system, it is clear that 
the Division 293 tax does not eliminate all incentives for 
these households to contribute voluntarily to their super. 
 

We found that the effects of all other determinants of 
saving were consistent with theories of intertemporal 
saving. Hence, household saving was inversely related to 
the age of the head and household size but increased with 
income. However, we found evidence that the 
relationships between saving and the age of the head, 
income and household size were non-linear. We also 
found that households which owned their homes saved 
less than non-owners.  
 
Heterogeneous effects of superannuation policies 

We found evidence of significant heterogeneity in the 
effects of these tax policies on household saving. These 
effects included: 

 Households whose heads are married on 
average saved 5.2% less than households with 
unmarried heads. 
 

 The saving of households eligible for the 
government co-contribution varied slightly 
according to the education level of the head. 
Households with diploma-qualified heads saved 
1.9% more than those with less-educated heads, 

                                                        
 
5 Details were reported in Table 8 of the full research report. 

and 1.4% more for each additional member 
qualified for the co-contribution.  
 

 The savings behaviour of households eligible for 
the co-contribution also varied by income. Among 
households with at least one member eligible for 
the co-contribution, those in the lower-income 
group saved less than those within the 3rd and 4th 
income quantiles. 
 

We did not find any significant heterogeneity in the effect 
of the Division 293 tax on household saving, except by 
marital status and age of the household heads. 

 
Effects of superannuation policies on household 
wealth5 

We found that eligibility for the government co-contribution 
had no significant impact on household wealth. However, 
increases in both the co-contribution cap and co-
contribution rate did lead to increases in the wealth of 
eligible households. For example, a 1% increase in the co-
contribution rate boosted household wealth by $345 
contemporaneously.  
 
Changes in the cap on concessional superannuation 
contributions also did not have significant implications for 
household wealth in general. In order to see if the 
changes in the cap affect high contributors, we confined 
our analysis to households contributing the highest sums 
to super accounts – those in the 85th percentile of the 
distribution of change in super balance, which was 
equivalent to an increase of at least $108,000 every four 
years. In the absence of data on the rate of return they 
earned on their super, we believe it is reasonable to 
assume that households with the largest changes in their 
super balances were contributing the most. We found that 
for this group, changing the level of the cap had no effect 
on their wealth. 
 
The Division 293 super contributions tax applies to 
individuals in households with significantly higher-than-
average incomes – and therefore significantly more 
wealth, on average than others. To identify how the 
application of Division 293 affects the wealth of these 
households, we compared their wealth to the wealth of 
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households earning marginally less than the Division 293 
threshold of $250,000, controlling for all other household 
characteristics. We found no evidence that the households 
subject to the tax were worse off because of it. When we 
disaggregated wealth between super and non-super, our 
analysis also found no negative impacts of such 
instruments on non-super wealth. 
 
All the policies we analysed were found to have a net 
positive effect on households’ superannuation account 
balances. For example, an increase of 1% in the 
government co-contribution rate led to a $9.72 
contemporaneous increase in households’ superannuation 
balances. Though apparently small, this increase is 
statistically significant, suggesting some level of positive 
response to the policy.  
 
Similarly, the Division 293 tax does not have any 
significant effect on the superannuation wealth of 
households in the higher income group.  
When we restricted the sample to households where the 
highest-earning member’s income was more than or equal 
to $240,000 annually – i.e. a level marginally lower than 
the Division 293 tax threshold – we found no effect of the 
policy on households’ non-super wealth. 
It should be noted that despite some immediate positive 
impacts of these policies on wealth and superannuation 
balances, the overall effects – summed over the four 
years – are not statistically significant, except for the effect 
of the concessional contributions cap on superannuation 
balances for the whole sample.  
Further, it should be noted that our analysis of the 
government co-contribution policy is based solely on 
income-based eligibility for the payment, not households 
actually taking advantage of the policy (for which there is 
no quantitative data available through HILDA).  

CONCLUSION 

With policies that provide targeted concessions for 
superannuation, the Australian Government aims to 
encourage people to direct additional income into 
retirement savings. Contributions to super accounts in 
response to such policies may be sourced in part from 
savings in other vehicles. However, as long the as the 
substitution rate is less than one, the concessions could 
be claimed to have served their purpose – particularly as 

superannuation savings are more difficult to access before 
retirement than other forms of savings.  
 
However, this study found that some policies – including 
the government co-contribution – have little impact on the 
superannuation balances of eligible households, and also 
on other forms of savings. The co-contribution boosts 
household superannuation balances and overall wealth 
only marginally. And in our analysis of the cap on 
concessional contributions to superannuation, we found 
that households substitute some private saving for 
superannuation saving when the cap is increased. 
However, the overall effect of this cap on household 
wealth is very small.  
 
We found that the Division 293 tax reduces private 
household saving on a full-sample analysis. However, 
when households subject to the tax are compared to those 
with incomes marginally below the Division 293 threshold, 
the effect disappears. The tax is also found to have no 
effect on wealth or super balances when compared to 
those of households earning similar incomes that are not 
subject to the tax.  
 
We concluded, therefore, that the effect of these 
superannuation policies on savings in super and other 
forms of household savings is very small. Additionally, and 
importantly, however, we found no adverse effects of such 
policies on household saving behaviour and wealth.  
In the long run, the ability of these policies to generate 
additional savings, rather than a reallocation of assets, 
depends on how they are designed within a broader 
system of policies addressing disposable income, 
consumption and private saving. As found in previous 
research, tax incentives and disincentives tend to work 
better when coupled with non-tax based and targeted 
behavioural incentives. 
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Table 1: Relevant superannuation and concession rates and thresholds 

Source: Thresholds and rates collected from the ATO’s website 
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Table 2: Summary of all major findings

 

Eq. Table Independent variable
Dependent 
variable

Estimated coefficients Interpretation

Eq.1 Table 6 GCCOD ln(saving) 0.005 No significant impact of having a member eligible for G co-contribution on household saving.
Eq.1 Table 6 GCCODH ln(saving) 0.007* Having one more member eligible for G co-contribution increases household saving by 0.7%
Eq.1 Table 6 GCCOC ln(saving) 0.000 No significant impact of an increase in the G co-contribution cap (GCCOC)
Eq.1 Table 6 GCCOR ln(saving) 0.001 No significant impact of an increase in the G co-contribution rate (GCCOR)
Eq.1 Table 6 CCC ln(saving) -0.0000005*** Increasing the concessional contribution cap by a dollar reduces private saving by 0.00005%
Eq.1 Table 6 Ln(CCC) ln(saving) -0.034*** Increasing the concessional contribution cap by 1% (Ln(CCC)) reduces saving by 0.034%
Eq.1 Table 6 D293 ln(saving) -0.120*** Households subject to D293 tax reduce their private savings by 12.7% (=100X(e0.12 – 1)%)

Eq.2 Table 8 GCCOD (and L1/L2/L3) wealth 17,350.12/-17,372.17/-3,286.46/-2,074.44 No significant effect of eligibility for government co-contribution on household wealth
Eq.2 Table 8 GCCODH (and L1/L2/L3) wealth 15428.11/-12,316.37/-3,471.11/-3,096.12 Having one more member eligible for G co-contribution does not increases household wealth
Eq.2 Table 8 GCCOC (& L1/L2/L3) wealth 22.176**/-4.23/-1.65/-11.35 An increase in the G co-contribution cap increases household wealth
Eq.2 Table 8 GCCOR (and L1/L2/L3) wealth 345.156**/-51.42/77.22/-123.48 An increase in the G co-contribution rate increases household wealth
Eq.2 Table 8 CCC (and L1/L2/L3) wealth -0.185/0.107/1.039*/-0.002 Lagged positive effect of changes in concessional contributions cap on household wealth
Eq.2 Table 8 CCC (and L1/L2/L3)(85p) wealth -2.757/-0.446/-3.846/1.646 No significant impact of changes in CCC on wealth, for top contributors.
Eq.2 Table 8 D293 (and L1/L2/L3) wealth 652,146.13***/143,226.48**/

383,460.38***/416,741.33***
D293 households have significantly more wealth than non-D293 households.

Eq.2 Table 8 D293 (and L1/L2/L3()RDD) wealth 186,033.9/258,070.33/
41,898.5/8,440.67

No significant impact of D293 tax on household wealth.

Eq.2 Table 9 GCCOD (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 10,656**/-1,319/-6,710/-1,843 Being eligible for G co-contribution increases a household's super balance
Eq.2 Table 9 GCCODH (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 7,792*/106/-5,052/-1,929.7 Having more members eligible for G co-contribution increases a household's super balance.
Eq.2 Table 9 GCCOC (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 181.38***/15.84/-55.67/18.15 An increase in the G co-contribution cap increases household super balance
Eq.2 Table 9 GCCOR (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 9.72**/1.29/-5.48/-1.00 An increase in the G co-contribution rate increases household super balance
Eq.2 Table 9 CCC (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 0.252/-0.194/0.947***/-0.173 An increase in the concessional contribution cap increases household super balance
Eq.2 Table 9 CCC (and L1/L2/L3)(85p) Super balance -0.130/0.282/-0.090/0.142 No significant impact of changes in CCC on super balance, for top contributors.
Eq.2 Table 9 D293 (and L1/L2/L3) Super balance 95,335***/37,465/

274,424***/167,227***
D293 households have higher super balance than non-D293 households.

Eq.2 Table 9 D293 (and L1/L2/L3)(RDD) Super balance 157,295.44*/-48,762.18/
95,731.35/190,444.51

No significant impact of D293 tax on household super balance.

Eq.2 Table 10 GCCOD (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth 7,004.84/-16,185.47/3,176.18/461.97 No significant impact of eligibility for G co-contribution on household non-super wealth
Eq.2 Table 10 GCCODH (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth 8,022.64/-12,412.42/1,457.76/-656.32 Having one more member eligible for G co-contribution does not increases non-super wealth
Eq.2 Table 10 GCCOC (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth 12.73/-5.43/3.95/-10.46 No significant impact of G co-contribution cap on household non-super wealth
Eq.2 Table 10 GCCOR (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth 164.28/-70.73/134.13/-141.3 No significant impact of G co-contribution rate on household non-super wealth
Eq.2 Table 10 CCC (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth -0.444/0.301/0.083/0.174 No significant impact of concessional contributions cap on household non-super wealth
Eq.2 Table 10 D293 (and L1/L2/L3) non-super wealth 494,237.58***/65,287.89/

149,206.54**/268,800.43***
D293 households have significantly higher non-super wealth than non-D293 households.

Eq.2 Table 10 D293 (and L1/L2/L3)(RDD) non-super wealth 28,738.47/306,832.51/
-53,832.86/-182,003.84

No significant impact of D293 tax on household non-super wealth.

Table 11
GCCOD ln(saving) 0.012** Households who are eligible for G co-contribution save 1.2% more than those who are not.
GCCODH ln(saving) 0.017*** Having one more member eligible for G co-contribution increases  household saving by 1.7%.
GCCOC ln(saving) 0.000 No significant impact of an increase in the G co-contribution cap on household saving.
GCCOR ln(saving) 0.001*** An increase in the G co-contribution rate positively affects household saving.
CCC ln(saving) 0.000*** An increase in the concessional contribution cap positively affects household saving.
D293 ln(saving) -0.084*** Households subject to D293 tax reduce their private savings by 8.4%.

Eq. 3-6 Heckman sample selection model
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